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Re:

Site Visit - August 20, 2008

Walking the site with Eduardo and Mrinal, I was able to get a much better feel for the
site, and the various constraints that are being dealt with. This site walk, along with the
meeting held in the morning before the site walk, has given me a much improved level of
confidence in the overall approach the EPA is taking on the stream stabilization.
For the first 100 feet or so of the Wissahickon, the left bank (looking downstream)
contains a very stable, low bench comprised of bedrock and what appears to be native
material that is approximately 20 feet wide before showing evidence of asbestos
containing fill. This area would not benefit from a rock toe or geo cells/tree removal
along the bench, as the existing bench is very stable. Adding rip rap and geo cells to this
area is going to raise the bench elevation, causing greater stream confinement and
increasing shear stress. Stabilization in the form of geo grid and TRM will still be
needed on the steep side slopes of the fill material located past the bench. If it can be
verified that the bench is native material through the used of soil borings, then tree loss
can be minimized and money can be saved on the stabilization. Conditions like this
appear to be the exception and not the rule for the Wissahickon Creek, but it would be
beneficial to recognize these areas and consider them in the design plan.

Looking downstream, stable bench on left
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As you continue downstream, the bench of the left bank becomes higher and narrower.
Active bank erosion and evidence of asbestos material along the toe make up the
remainder of the reach down to Rose Valley Creek. The fill pile encroaches closer and
closer to the top of the bank, with its sideslopes almost 1:1. Here, the approach explained
to us in the morning meeting makes sense. Stabilize up to the 25 yr (approximately top
of bank) with rip rap. Use soil filled geo cells w/ vegetation up to the 100 yr elevations,
and then use TRM above the 100 yr.

Eroding streambanks and exposed asbestos material

Walking up the Rose Valley Creek, I think the tributaries will provide a great challenge
to the ACOE designers. Because there is asbestos material on both banks and a small
cross sectional area, creating a stable solution shall be difficult. During the walk, I
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noticed many fish traveling along Rose Valley Creek. Maintaining fish passage up
through this site will be difficult if a fully hardened approach like rip rap lining or
concrete lining the entire channel is done.

Rose Valley Creek

